About University Libraries

Bracken Library has generous hours, including evenings and weekends. Find the most up-to-date hours on our website at bsu.edu/libraries.

Access extensive online collections including scholarly journals, e-books, and streaming video anytime, on or off campus.

Bracken Library offers quiet and collaborative spaces, including a bustling first floor, a silent fourth floor, and study rooms for students to reserve.

Our Ask a Librarian services allow you to ask questions online through chat and email, by phone, and at the Reference Desk. Our extensive service hours include evenings and weekends.

Librarians are available online and in person to provide helpful assistance with exploring research topics and locating reliable information for your papers and projects.

Visit our branch libraries, including the Architecture Library (Architecture Building), Science Library (Cooper Physical Science Building), and Health Library (Health Professions Building).

Have questions? Contact us at libemail@bsu.edu or 765-285-1101.